Purpose: Cherenkov light emission has been shown to correlate with ionizing radiation dose delivery in solid tissue. An important clinical application of Cherenkov light is the real-time verification of radiation treatment delivery in vivo. To test the feasibility of treatment field verification, Cherenkov light images were acquired concurrent with radiation beam delivery to standard and anthropomorphic phantoms. Specifically, we tested two clinical treatment scenarios: (a) Observation of field overlaps or gaps in matched 3D fields and (b) Patient positioning shifts during intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) field delivery. Further development of this technique would allow real-time detection of treatment delivery errors on the order of millimeters so that patient safety and treatment quality can be improved. Methods: Cherenkov light emission was captured using a PI-MAX4 intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) system (Princeton Instruments). All radiation delivery was performed using a Varian Trilogy linear accelerator (linac) operated at 6 MV or 18 MV for photon and 6 MeV or 16 MeV for electron studies. Field matching studies were conducted with photon and electron beams at gantry angles of 0°, 15°, and 45°. For each modality and gantry angle, a total of three data sets were acquired. Overlap and gap distances of 0, 2, 5, and 10 mm were tested and delivered to solid phantom material of 30 9 30 9 5 cm 3 . Phantom materials used were white plastic water and brown solid water. Tests were additionally performed on an anthropomorphic phantom with an irregular surface. Positioning shift studies were performed using IMRT fields delivered to a thoracic anthropomorphic phantom. For thoracic phantom measurements, the camera was placed laterally to observe the entire right side of the phantom. Fields were delivered with known translational patient positioning shifts in four directions. Changes in the Cherenkov fluence were evaluated through the generation of difference maps from unshifted Cherenkov images. All images were evaluated using ImageJ, Python, and MATLAB software packages. Results: For matched fields, Cherenkov images were able to quantitate matched field separations with discrepancies between 2 and 4 mm, depending on gantry angle and beam energy or modality. For all photon and electron beams delivered at a gantry angle of 0°, image analysis indicated average discrepancies of less than 2 mm for all field gaps and overlaps, with 83% of matched fields exhibiting discrepancies less than 1 mm. Beams delivered obliquely to the phantom surface exhibited average discrepancies as high as 4 mm for electron beams delivered at large oblique angles. Finally, for IMRT field delivery, vertical and lateral patient positioning shifts of 2 mm were detected in some cases, indicating the potential detectability threshold of using this technique alone. Conclusions: Our study indicates that Cherenkov imaging can be used to support and bolster current treatment delivery verification techniques, improving our ability to recognize and rectify millimeterscale delivery and positioning errors.
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INTRODUCTION
In the practice of clinical radiation therapy, it is vital that patient positioning and beam targeting match the simulated situation used by the treatment planning system. Large errors in patient positioning or treatment delivery parameters could result in serious patient injury or inappropriate dose delivered to the disease site. Because of this, a number of techniques and safeguards have been established to prevent these potential errors. These include image guidance, 1,2 immobilization devices, 3, 4 procedure timeouts, treatment plan checks, and machine quality assurance (QA). 5 Recently, more advanced verification techniques have included 4D targeting verification. 6 Examples of these techniques have been the introduction of respiratory gating, 7, 8 motion tracking, 9, 10 and live patient positioning verification based on patient surface mapping using optical light. 11 EPID based patient position tracking has also made great advancement in recent years. This technique allows for real-time monitoring of radiation fluence after exiting a patient and techniques have been developed to reconstruct the dose delivered to a patient at each fraction. 12 This technique is an important competitor to Cherenkovbased treatment verification but facing difficulty when trying to determine surface dose and cannot be used in any clinical situation in which an imaging panel cannot be employed. Moreover, EPID based dosimetry systems are limited to photon irradations, as electron fields would not have sufficient fluence upon exiting a patient to be used by a portal imaging system. With the exception of the more recently developed 4D systems, conventional treatment verification techniques occur prior to radiation delivery and cannot detect deviations from simulated setup during treatment delivery. Real-time positioning verification techniques are currently available, such as fluoroscopy, optical, and magnetic resonance linear accelerator (linac) systems. The use of fluoroscopy in an external beam setting is presently a matter of debate due to the increased patient dose. 13 Magnetic resonance linacs can provide real time treatment verification with good tissue contrast; however, their use in radiation oncology is still low. 14 Optical verification techniques are the most widely adopted to date, however, they are only capable of tracking patient position in real time and do not directly verify radiation fluence during treatment. Of the 4D techniques available, all are designed to verify the patient's position based on the established coordinate system, and do not evaluate live changes in radiation deposition during treatment. 6 Cherenkov imaging has the capability to supplant or enhance current real-time verification techniques through its unique ability to monitor radiation fluence in real time. 15 Since its discovery and characterization, Cherenkov radiation has been observed in many situations in which ionizing radiation interacts with matter. [16] [17] [18] [19] An important characteristic of Cherenkov radiation is the finding that its intensity can be directly correlated with absorbed dose under controlled conditions or most easily in cases of irradiated homogeneous materials. [20] [21] [22] In the context of radiation therapy, Cherenkov radiation has the unique capability of observing live changes in the radiation fluence during treatment delivery. 23, 24 Early work on potential clinical applications of Cherenkov radiation was originally demonstrated in water and tissue equivalent phantoms. 19, 22, 25, 26 Later patients receiving radiation therapy have been used for proof of concept studies. 15, 27 Medical physics applications focused on Cherenkov radiation, described as Cherenkoscopy originally by Jarvis et al., 15, 27 have yielded a number of important clinical applications.
These have included verification of whole breast treatment delivery in live patients, 15 verification of dose homogeneity for total body irradiation and total skin electron therapy, 28 3D reconstruction of intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatment fields, 21, 29 quantitation of tissue oxygenation using Cherenkov excited phosphorescence, 25 Cherenkov emission from positron emitting radiotracers, 30, 31 and potential applications in molecular imaging. 32, 33 In addition, many of the limitations associated with Cherenkov imaging have been addressed and mitigated. The low relative intensity of Cherenkov emission to ambient light has been improved through the introduction of gating the camera's electronic shutter directly off of the linear accelerator target current. 19 Variation in Cherenkov intensity due to angle of observation has been improved through image post processing corrections. 22 Low frame rate Cherenkov image acquisition has been improved through better optimized camera systems and sensor binning. 34 In addition, work has been performed to determine optimal Cherenkov imaging systems, including camera selection and lens choice. 35 This study was designed to improve upon the current developments in Cherenkoscopy. All work was focused on external beam photon and electron delivery using a clinical linear accelerator (linac) as a radiation source.
The first major focus of this study was the clinical application of matched fields. Field matching is used in many clinical scenarios in radiation oncology. These include cases such as comprehensive breast irradiation with lymph node involvement. In these cases, up to five fields are matched on the surface of the skin to give uniform coverage of disease sites internally. 36 In addition, craniospinal irradiation (CSI) involves the matching of two whole brain fields and one to two spinal fields, depending on the anatomy of the patient. 37 Here, it is crucial to cover the brain and spinal cord without delivering hot spots to nerve tissue. Doing so could result in myelopathy or even fatal nerve toxicities. Due to the potential dangers associated with setup errors with this technique, clinical setups are performed with physician and physicist assistance. Furthermore, gaps between the treatment fields are established with an inter-fraction feathering technique to minimize the possibility of an accidental hotspot in the spinal cord. 37 With this in mind, we explored the clinical feasibility of using Cherenkov imaging to detect potential errors in field matching, which can be acquired during treatment field delivery. Given that typical field junctions of 10 mm are employed clinically, the ability to verify field positioning within 2 mm is ideal, with only stereotactic radiosurgery or stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) treatments requiring positioning certainty within 1 mm. Therefore, this has the potential to detect field matching errors live in vivo and enable the patient's plan to be adjusted to prevent potential injury.
The second major focus of this study was the clinical application of verification of patient positioning during IMRT delivery. IMRT is employed in cases where target coverage becomes challenging while trying to meet organ at risk (OAR) constraints set by the physician. IMRT uses multi leaf collimator (MLC) systems to modulate the radiation fluence during treatment delivery to achieve optimal target coverage while adequately sparing OARs. 38 This technique requires accurate patient positioning within 2 mm of error in any direction to avoid potential injury or misadministration. 5 In IMRT cases, treatment delivery verification occurs though aforementioned established techniques in addition to patient specific QA performed before treatment begins. 39 It is important to note that patient positioning shift detection using Cherenkov imaging has been investigated previously by other groups. One such work, published in 2014 used comprehensive breast irradiation fields, utilizing both phantom and live patient treatment deliveries to quantitatively determined shifts based on a rigid matrix registration using standard 3 mm translational tolerances, and 3°rotational tolerances. Their results demonstrate that these shifts were detectable. This study used Cherenkoscopy with AlignRT used as a verification technique, an optical patient positioning verification system, to verify positioning shift errors real time during patient treatment. 27 This study was focused on whole breast irradiation. The goal of our investigation was to determine the smallest detectable positioning shift using Cherenkov imaging alone. In addition, this study employed a larger variety of treatment plans, specifically lung SBRT using 6 MV beams, brain IMRT using 6 MV beams, and prostate IMRT using 18 MV beams. In addition, we developed a technique for evaluating difference maps of the Cherenkov radiation fluence to improve our ability to observe shifts when they occur.
This work explores the feasibility and technical limitations of using Cherenkov imaging to aid in real time in vivo verification of external beam radiation therapy delivery in clinically relevant scenarios. Results presented here establish a detection threshold when using Cherenkov imaging alone to evaluate field matching and patient positioning errors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Radiation delivery
All radiation treatment fields were delivered using a Varian Trilogy linear accelerator (linac) operated at 6 MV or 18 MV accelerating potential for photons; 6 MeV or 16 MeV accelerating potential for electrons. All matched field results presented in this work were performed using a 5 cm thick plastic water phantom, which is off-white in color. Additional preliminary results were acquired in solid water phantoms (Best Medical Company, Nashville, TN, USA), which is brown in color, and a thorax anthropomorphic phantom (CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA). Photon fields were delivered using collimator jaws set to 10 9 10 cm 2 at isocenter, 100 cm Source to Surface Distance (SSD) to the phantom. An image of this setup for this set of experiments is provided in Fig. 1(a) . It should be noted that the gantry angle selected in Fig. 1(a) was not an angle selected for irradiation, and was chosen to make all element of the setup easily visible. All electron fields were delivered using a 10 9 10 cm 2 cone, 110 cm SSD to the surface. The larger SSD for electron field delivery was selected to maintain a camera field of view that included the entire top surface of the plastic water phantom. For all matched field experiments, 100 Monitor Units (MU) were delivered per field at a rate of 600 MU/min. Photon-photon and electronelectron matched fields were delivered with known field spacing established using projected light fields and calculated table shifts. The following matched field separations were tested: 10, 5, 2, and 0 mm gaps or overlaps. Preliminary data testing 1 mm gaps and overlaps revealed that these distances were not detectable; as such, this distance was not included in this investigation. In addition, the effect of oblique gantry angles on the quantitation of radiation field spacing was tested. On top of anterior-posterior (AP) field deliveries (gantry angle = 0°), 15°, and 45°gan-try angles were tested as well. This simulates AP and APoblique treatment deliveries. For all matched field experiments, Cherenkov images were acquired of the phantom surface that the radiation beam was entering. For experiments focused on the real-time detectability limit of patient positioning errors, IMRT fields selected for delivery were chosen to sample the variety of plan parameters delivered in the clinic. This included a standard fractionation 6 MV brain IMRT plan, a 6 MV lung SBRT plan, and a standard fractionation 18 MV prostate IMRT plan. These selected plans enabled the effect of the following parameters on detection threshold to be evaluated: (a) The two available photon energies on this linac, 6 and 18 MV and (b) Higher MU fields vs standard MU fields. IMRT field delivery was performed using an anthropomorphic thorax phantom. In these experiments, the phantom was centered at the linac mechanical isocenter. Fields were delivered using the treatment parameters originally used to treat the patient. This includes gantry angles, collimator angles, beam energy (6 or 18 MV accelerating potential), dose rate (600 MU/min), and MLC motions. Figure 1 (b) provides a photo of the setup used for this set of experiments. In addition, the field of view was set to incorporate the entire right side of the phantom by placing the camera lateral to the phantom with a downward facing angle. Plans were delivered at a known starting position with the mechanical isocenter set to the phantom center. These images were designated origin images and used for all shift comparisons. Plans were then redelivered with known positioning shifts along three independent directions: anterior, superior, and left lateral. Additional plan deliveries were performed with a combined positioning shift in all three directions. Positioning shift distances tested were 10, 5, 3, and 2 mm. Finally, after acquiring Cherenkov images of IMRT fields delivered at the designated shifted positions, the thorax phantom was repositioned to its origin position. This was done to establish control images to account for image differences due to inherent table positioning errors. All phantom shifts were performed by moving the treatment couch. All Cherenkov images were acquired with the room lights off.
2.B. Image acquisition
All images were obtained using a PIMAX-4 camera system (Princeton Instruments, Princeton, NJ, USA) featuring an intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) sensor capable of a minimum gate width of 4 ns and a minimum gate delay of 25 ns. For our purposes, the gate width was matched to the pulse width used by our linac (2.5|ls) and the gate delay was set to the minimum. This was accomplished by coupling the trigger port of our camera via a triaxial cable connector to the target current or forward power port of the linac for photon or electron delivery, respectively. To optimize the gate width and delay, a small gate width of 1 ls was selected and the gate delay was increased until the Cherenkov emission intensity was reduced. Next, the gate delay was reduced to a minimum to confirm that no loss of signal intensity occurred. This verified that a minimum gate delay of 25 ns was optimal to capture a maximum amount of Cherenkov signal. Finally, the gate width was increased until maximum signal intensity was observed; verifying that the entire Cherenkov pulse was captured. Since the effective frame rate of this technique is principally limited by the readout time of the CCD sensor array, it was necessary to bin the array for an optimal frame rate. To acquire images at an optimal frame rate without compromising image quality, the ICCD sensor array was binned 2 9 2, effectively lowering the resolution by a factor of two. These settings resulted in an image acquisition frame rate of 20|fps. Images for field matching experiments were acquired at an angle of approximately 40°to a beam delivered at 0°g antry angle. For positioning shift experiments, an angle of approximately 70°was selected to maximize the visible area of the phantom while avoiding collision and direct irradiation issues with the camera system.
Linear accelerators operate at an internal frequency, which is also the maximum pulse frequency. Our Varian Trilogy accelerator operates at 180 Hz. At 600 MU min it takes 18|cycles to deliver one MU; when gating using the signal from linac forward power, which was employed for electron fields, we found that using less than six triggered exposures per frame yields missing pulses, that is, frames containing no Cherenkov light, while more than six yielded both missing and summed pulses. Thus, for all modalities we used six triggered exposures to constitute one frame. For our purposes, we found it more useful to think of frame rate in the context of MU delivered. While some minor variance was observed for different IMRT fields, these image acquisition parameters resulted in an effective frame rate of~2 frames/MU.
The camera was positioned on the treatment table for all 5 cm plastic water slab experiments inferior to the phantom, with a downward facing angle of approximately 40°relative to the incident beam. This angle has been determined to be optimal for Cherenkov light emission intensity. 40 This enables a fixed camera position relative to the phantom for all matched field shifts. Matched field studies were repeated for a total of three data sets for all parameters tested. For all thorax phantom experiments the camera was placed off the table, lateral to the phantom with a downward facing angle of approximately 70°relative to an incident beam delivered at 0°gantry angle. This camera positioning allowed acquisition of the entire right side of the phantom surface, which was not ideal for Cherenkov emission intensity but was necessary to obtain the proper field of view. Using this fixed positioning results in the acquisition of Cherenkov images produced by a beam entering a surface or a beam exiting a surface, depending on the gantry angle of the treatment field. All fields that used angles in which the gantry physically obscured the phantom or caused direct irradiation of the camera system were excluded and not delivered.
2.C. Image analysis
For each data set, an acquired field-of-view image was used to extract reference points (edges of the phantom) used to perform perspective transformations of acquired images to simulate a beam's-eye-view. The raw stack was flattened using either a median or an average projection type; each yielded the median or average value, respectively, of each respective pixel in the stack. 41 Using the previously extracted reference points, a least-square perspective transformation (landmark correspondences) to a reference image is performed. The result is cropped to the size of the phantom and saved to file. From this, a 2D profile was extracted and saved using a centered rectangle sized to encompass the full field width and one-twelfth of the field height. These steps were performed in ImageJ (Fiji) and automated in a macro requiring only the reference data and image directory as input. In addition, dialogs were used to enable the selection of different parameters including an optional background subtraction using a 100 px radius rolling ball filter. This method uses a large ball centered on each pixel to average the backround around that pixel. For our purposes, we found a rolling ball radius of 100 pixels to be effective. 42 Each image is independently normalized to unity based on the image maximum value.
Using a Python script, lateral intensity profiles including pixel value uncertainties were calculated from the 2D profiles. These were then normalized such that the minimum and maximum pixel values corresponded to 0 and 1, respectively. The parameters of the Cherenkov radiation-defined field edges were extracted by performing fits to the lateral intensity profiles using a multi-parameter (p i ) function utilizing the Python bindings for ROOT (PyROOT),
The first part is a hyperbolic tangent, 44, 45 modified to range from 0 to p 0 , describing the left (+) and right (-) edges. The parameters p 0 through p 2 describe the edge scaling, edge position (point of highest gradient), and edge broadening, respectively; the range of values for these were set to [0.1, 1.25], [x min , x max ], and [0. 1, 30 ]. An eighth order polynomial enabled increased conformity of the fit function in regions left and right from the edge, which was important to retrieve consistent parameter values for the hyperbolic tangent. Its parameters (p 3 through p 8 ) were left to vary freely except for the constant term, which is limited to [0, 0.3]. The fit range was automatically chosen to be the central 40% of the profile (in pixels), excluding points outside of this range. These choices in fit ranges yielded the most robust results across datasets and modalities. Automatic distinction between left and right field edges was performed by v 2 discrimination. Fitting was repeated multiple times to stabilize the minimization. Using another script, this process was repeated for all profiles and a combined result file generated.
To obtain a proper pixel size, an image of a 10 9 10 cm 2 light field projected onto a surface at 100 SSD was acquired. Perspective transformation as outlined above was applied to this image. Finally, a pixel-to-millimeter conversion factor was calculated for each dataset using the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity in lateral direction of the transformed light field image. With this factor, the edge location results of each dataset were converted into millimeter and subsequently, measured overlaps and gaps calculated. This method was used as it would be an easy and reliable method for calibrating distances in a clinical situation without the need for an additional device. To test the reliability of this method of pixel size calibration, we acquired images of three US quarter dollars at different positions on the phantom surface. Using the known size of these objects we determined the pixel calibration to be 1.1 mm/pixel. Using the light field method of calibrating pixel size, a calibration factor of 1.2 mm/pixel was determined. We consider the difference in these two calibration factors to be within the error of measurement of this study and are confident the pixel size calibration based on projected light field can be considered reliable. In the results provided below, all values provided are absolute discrepancy in mm.
The means and uncertainties of the means of each overlap or gap were calculated for all modalities. For measurements under zero gantry angle, the absolute errors (measured less setup) and total uncertainties were calculated. The latter are given by r D;i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 
RESULTS
3.A. Field matching studies
For all field matching studies, fields of known size were delivered so that their diverging edges were separated or overlapped by known distances. Matching photon fields with known gap or overlap distances were imaged to determine the detectability limit of small field separations and their agreement with the setup parameters. For 6 MV photon fields, distances of 10, 5, 2, and 0 mm were tested. Figure 2 provides Cherenkov images of photon field matches with 5 mm gaps or overlaps for 6 MV fields. Figure 3 provides similar results for 2 mm gaps and overlaps, demonstrating a qualitative detectability limit of 2 mm. Field gaps or overlaps of 1 mm were not detectable using this imaging method (data not shown). Similarly, examples of results from electron-electron field matching studies are provided in Figs. 3 and 4 . Figure 5 illustrates the method we used to fit field edges from the acquired images.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was exemplarily evaluated under 0°gantry angle for 6 MeV, 16 MeV, 6 MV, and 18 MV. The signal mean in the central part of the field divided by the standard deviation in an equally sized area outside the field is taken as SNR measure. Using the median stack flattening method, the SNR for 6 and 16 MeV electron beams is 1222.2 AE 164.2 and 775.56 AE 118.2, while for 6 and 18 MV photon beams the SNR is 475.3 AE 19.7 and 158.8 AE 23.3, respectively. This shows that the SNR for photon beams decreases with increasing beam energy (% 70%), likely due to the same factors that influence the larger penumbra for higher energy beams, increased scatter and range of primary electrons and to a smaller extent, differences in electron contamination. A similar effect is seen for electrons with the high-energy SNR being approximately 60% lower.
Using a light field pixel size calibration previously described, FWHM calculation was performed on all gap and overlap experiments. These results determined consistent discrepancy between known distances and calculated distances as the gaps and overlaps across all tested distances. In addition, we observed similar discrepancies for 18 MV matched fields when compared to 6 MV matched fields. Table I provides a summary of all gap and overlap distance calculations, while Figs. 6 and 7 provide a graphical illustration of that data.
Quantitation of photon-photon and electron-electron matched fields indicated strong agreement between expected and measured field separations for all AP delivered beams as provided in Table I ; all discrepancies were within 2 mm, with 83% of measurements within 1 mm of expected values. Average discrepancies by modality were highest for 6 MeV electrons, with 0.91 mm AE 0.2 mm. In contrast, there appeared to be no energy dependence for photon-photon matched fields, with average discrepancies of 0.64 mm AE 0.17 mm and 0.35 mm AE .07 mm for 6 and 18 MV beams, respectively. Experiments performed utilizing both small and large angle oblique fields revealed larger discrepancies, particularly with electron-electron matched fields. For photonphoton matched fields, small angle oblique beam deliveries agreed well with expected field separations. These results also demonstrated minor energy dependence for small angle oblique photon fields. For 6 MV beams, the average discrepancy between expectation and measurement was 0.48 mm AE 0.17 mm while for 18 MV beams at this angle the average discrepancy was 1.07 mm AE 0.24 mm. As demonstrated in Table I , all 6 MV photon beams for small angle oblique beams had discrepancies within 2 mm. 18 MV beams exhibited a maximum discrepancy of 2.1 mm, however, all other discrepancies were within 2 mm. This observed energy dependence for photon-photon matched fields had a larger effect for large angle oblique beams. Specifically, the average discrepancy for 6 MV matched fields was 2.06 mm AE 0.08 mm, with the majority of these discrepancies having been larger than 2 mm. For 18 MV matched fields, these discrepancies increase, with an average discrepancy of 2.47 mm AE 0.30 mm. It is important to note that these discrepancies were not random, but systematic for all values, with all measurements based on Cherenkov images appearing as if fields were 2-3 mm closer to one another than setup.
As demonstrated in Table I , Cherenkov images of electron-electron matched fields exhibited larger discrepancies compared to photon-photon matched fields for both small and large angle oblique beams. Specifically, the average discrepancy for electron-electron matched fields ranged from 3 to 4 mm in the direction of field overlap, and did not appear to have a large angle or energy dependence. This could be due to the large heterogeneity in measured Cherenkov light at the surface observed for oblique electron fields, as demonstrated in Fig. 8 . These findings could indicate that the determination of a systematic correction factor could account for the discrepancies observed for oblique delivered fields for both photon-photon and electron-electron matched fields.
3.B. IMRT field studies
The Cherenkov image of one delivered IMRT field is provided in Fig. 9 . This Cherenkov image is an IMRT field delivered to the thorax phantom at the origin position exiting the surface of the phantom. Here, the composite image includes an overlay with the field of view of the camera when with normal room lighting. Figure 10 (a) illustrates the details of a difference map, where a positioning shift is detected. Figure 10 (b) provides the difference maps created from all positioning shifts in the anterior direction for an 18 MV IMRT field, including the difference map created from a nonshifted image. In this example, the beam exit side of the phantom surface is imaged. You can see in this figure that all shifts are quantitatively detectable down to 2 mm. For each IMRT field and shift direction, we determined a detectability limit in mm. This was established using the origin reposition image as a control. Shifts were identified as detected if the difference map exhibited a recognizable difference pattern in the region of the field fluence that could not be attributed to the random differences observed in the control image. Specifically, threshold values were determined based on "return to origin" images. These images were acquired after a number of table movements and a return of the table to the origin position. Differences observed here should be due only to the positioning error of the treatment table. Differences observed in all shifted images that were not greater than these threshold values were not considered to be detected as they could not be distinguished from table positioning error. Table II provides the detectability limit for all fields tested in all four shift directions. We found a number of conditions that had a significant effect on the signal to noise and the subsequent detectability limit of a shift. The first important parameter was energy. 18 MV beams produced Cherenkov images with 29 greater signal to noise than 6 MV beams. Second, whether the surface observed had a beam entering or exiting had a large effect on signal-to-noise for all energies with average SNRs observed to be~39 greater for an exiting beam compared to an entering beam. In addition, our setup was most sensitive to anterior shift detection, followed by left lateral shift detection. This setup was least sensitive to shifts in the longitudinal direction. This established an ideal case for shift detection using this method and setup: 18 MV fields exiting an observed surface with increased MU. These observations were derived from the beam parameters of the different plan sites that were tested. For six of the measured beams featuring some or all of these ideal conditions, 2 mm shifts were detectable. We also observed that combined table shifts had similar detectability limits to the anterior table shifts, indicating that this observation angle and phantom geometry were most sensitive to anterior shift detection.
DISCUSSION
4.A. Matched field studies
The first of the two clinical scenarios investigated in this study was photon-photon and electron-electron field matching. While this study employed only phantom materials, our findings can be used in future work focused on photon and electron field matching. Earlier work by Zhang et al. has effectively demonstrated that the use of phantom materials in Cherenkov studies can be effectively translated to clinical situations. This was demonstrated through a Monte Carlo analysis of the optical and radiation transport properties of phantom materials compared to various modeled tissues. 22 Future work will extend these findings to more biologically derived systems. Field matching is used clinically in the two treatment scenarios, we focused on: 3D breast irradiation plans with nodal involvement and cerebral spinal irradiation (CSI) plans. In both scenarios, photon-photon field matching or electron-electron field matching could be performed depending on the case. In the case of CSI plans, feathering is employed at the field junction site, using a field spacing of typically 10 mm at the patient surface. 37 This is designed to place the overlap point and the consequent hot spot anterior to the spinal cord to avoid possible myelopathy due to spinal cord toxicities. Setup is performed by marking the spacing on the patient based on light field position. Cherenkov imaging could provide an improvement to the workflow by verifying field junction spacing during beam delivery. This could detect a patient shift that occurs after setup that the conventional method would not detect. Our experiments focused on the ability of Cherenkov imaging to (a) verify intended field junction gaps or identify insufficient gaps and (b) detect field overlap, which would result in undesired hotspots in the spinal cord. Quantitation of the separation or overlap of Cherenkov imaged fields provides the detectability limit for detecting beam delivery errors. With a robust method of quantifying field separation errors, it could be possible to extrapolate the dosimetric error for a single treatment and correct for that error in future fractions. These specific clinical field verification situations are equally relevant to 3D comprehensive breast plans in which field matching is crucial to getting full dose coverage of the breast as well as the axillary, internal-mammary, and supraclavicular lymph nodes. 36 Our quantitative analysis of matched field Cherenkov imaging yielded results that were overall consistent with the expected field positions. Using data from three data sets also enabled us to provide uncertainties on the calculated mean values to verify both, accuracy and precision of the experiments and analyses. Under 0°gantry angle all averages were within 2 mm, with all but two being within 1 mm; and no value further from the expected value than three standard deviations. The distribution of absolute differences between measured and setup field matching showed no consistent modality or energy correlations, despite the higher SNR in electron beam acquisitions. This indicates that the fit function used to calculate the position of the field edge is robust with respect to overall signal noise and broadening of the field edge, which is observed primarily for electron and highenergy photon beams. These results could change if a nonideal camera angle is used, which may be the case in a real clinical scenario. In future studies involving live patients, the differences in field gap quantification as a function of camera angle relative to the incident beam will be explored.
To broaden the study beyond simple AP beams to a flat surface, we repeated our field matching experiments using oblique beam angles of 15°and 45°. These results yielded a number of interesting observations. First, the beam modality played a role in the observed field position discrepancies. Namely, photons exhibited higher discrepancies with increasing beam obliquity. In contrast, this behavior was not strictly observed for electron fields. In the case of electron-electron matched fields, a marked increase in field position discrepancy was observed with oblique beams when compared to AP beams. This discrepancy, however, did not increase with increasing beam angle or energy.
At nonzero gantry angles, the agreement between setup and measured values was reduced. The Cherenkov lightdefined field edges were shifted laterally away from the gantry head yielding overall larger values than setup. This is due to the oblique beam delivery which extends the high-intensity field area in the direction of the beam and broadens the field edge. This could be caused by the same beam properties that influence penumbra, such as more laterally scattered electrons from further downstream or lower energy electrons, which would then be close enough to the surface such that their Cherenkov light emissions could be more easily detected. This effect would be more pronounced for electrons as the dose buildup region decreases. Photons, in contrast, need to first undergo charged particle producing interactions, which reduces the density of Cherenkov light-producing particles close to the surface. This explains the observation that low-energy electrons exhibit a more spatially restricted heterogeneity as their shorter range leads to Cherenkov light generated only in a limited portion of the next field.
In addition to the observed angular dependence, it was found that the beam energy can have an effect on the measured field position discrepancies in some situations. This was most evident in the case of photons delivered at oblique angles. 18 MV beams delivered at both 15°and 45°exhibited higher field spacing discrepancies than 6 MV beams delivered at identical angles. This could be explained by the dose deposition qualities of each beam. In the case of photon fields, electrons must be generated within the irradiated material in order for Cherenkov light to be created. In the case of AP delivered beams, Cherenkov light is primarily generated by backscattered and laterally scattered electrons near the surface. In the case of oblique beam angles, effective buildup distance is reduced at the surface. In addition, electrons generated downstream at the edge of the first field generate Cherenkov light further from the field edge, effectively blurring the Cherenkov field edge. This phenomenon is likely to be more pronounced for higher energy beams in which photons have a longer range than that of a 6 MV beam.
Interestingly, the energy dependence observed for photons is not observed in the case of electron-electron matched fields. It is likely that the justification involving the larger range for higher energy beams is still present, but the effect of this property on field size discrepancy could be smaller compared to other factors. One of these factors is likely the observed heterogeneity of Cherenkov light intensity observed for oblique beams. This property is evident in Fig. 8 , which provides Cherenkov images of 6 MeV beams delivered at all angles tested. It is readily apparent in this figure that this heterogeneity becomes more pronounced with increasing angle. To address this, a film irradiation was performed by placing the film at the surface of the phantom and repeating the 6 MeV field deliveries at a gantry angle of 45°. Film analysis revealed the same heterogeneity in dose distribution at the phantom surface, as demonstrated in Fig. 8(b) , but the normalized dose gradient was larger than the normalized Cherenkov light intensity gradient observed in the same region. This indicates that the Cherenkov light intensity is following dosimetric behavior at the surface, however, other factors are blurring out this effect somewhat. This translates to a larger overall discrepancy when quantifying field edges defined using Cherenkov light imaging.
It is important to note that for all oblique field data provided in this study, discrepancies were consistently in the direction of field overlap. Simply put, for oblique beams imaged with Cherenkov light, fields appear closer together than what the projected light field or the dose distribution would indicate. This systematic discrepancy was observed for all modalities and energies, while the size of the discrepancy was in some cases affected by beam energy and beam angle as detailed above. In the case of photon-photon matched fields, this systematic error appeared to have a direct dependence on beam angle. This indicates that a correction factor could be determined with a follow-up study in which more angles are tested. In contrast, electron-electron fields also exhibited a systematic discrepancy favoring overlap, however this effect did not appear to depend directly on the gantry angle or beam energy. This could indicate that a more simplistic correction factor could be identified, but again this would require further data taken at a larger number of beam angles.
It should be noted that while these results comprehensively explored a number of different modalities, energies, and beam geometries, all data was acquired on phantom material that was white in color. As such we have to expect that while these results establish detectability limits and techniques for evaluating them, it is possible that results could vary in cases of different surface color or material with changes in optical properties. Furthermore, these results will need to be followed up with studies on phantoms with irregular surfaces. To provide preliminary data on these topics, we compared Cherenkov penumbra and intensity values between two materials: (a) the white colored plastic water that has been used for all previous field matching experiments presented in this work, and (b) Solid water which is brown in color. This will give us an idea of how we can expect results to change when the optical properties of the surface being observed change. Notably, our experiments revealed that the penumbra is affected by surface color as expected. Specifically, the Cherenkov images acquired from solid water irradiations had a penumbra that was 9.0 mm AE 0.03 mm. This was larger than the compared plastic water which had a penumbra of 4.9 mm AE 0.02 mm. It should be noted that larger penumbra does not guarantee larger field discrepancies, and we believe that these changes in penumbra can be corrected for in future studies. As expected, the average pixel value of Cherenkov images acquired on irradiated solid water was lower intensity when compared to plastic water. Solid water average signal intensity was 18.7% lower. This could again affect field spacing measurements, and will be explored in detail in future studies. Finally, irregular surface geometry was tested using a 5 mm field gap for both 6 and 18 MV photons. Measured field gap of acquired Cherenkov images was 6.5 and 4.7 mm, respectively. This was encouraging, as the difference was similar to observed discrepancies for 18 MV fields provided earlier. The increase in discrepancy for 6 MV photons compared to earlier results was unexpected, but was still quantitatively less than 2 mm. Future studies will test more irregular surfaces to further explore the effect they have on evaluating surface fields spacing using Cherenkov imaging.
4.C. IMRT field studies
The second major focus of this work centered around the delivery of IMRT fields to a 3D anthropomorphic thorax phantom. The goal of these experiments was to determine the detectability limit of positioning shifts along all three Cartesian axes using established patient IMRT plan fields. A total of three actual patient plans were employed for this part of the study, selected to cover a range of beam parameters. This included two 6 MV treatment plans, one of which was standard fractionation with approximately 90 MU per field and the other SBRT with approximately 200 MU per field. Finally, a high-energy (18 MV) IMRT prostate plan was selected to determine the possible influence of energy on shift detectability.
Early studies focused on IMRT field delivery determined a significantly improved signal to noise, typically a factor of 2 improvement, when observing a surface through which a beam is exiting compared to a surface upon which a beam is entering. This observation is supported by Monte Carlo studies of a variety of factors affecting Cherenkov intensity, in which Zhang et al. predicts a 50% difference between entering vs exiting geometry. 46 This makes intuitive sense as the surface dose is relatively low compared to maximum dose. Specifically, surface dose for a 6 V beam is as can be less than 50% of maximum dose. This behavior is even more apparent for higher energy beams. Here, relative surface dose for the 18 MV beam can be as low as 30% of maximum dose. The observation, however, that exit surface Cherenkov signal exhibits improved signal-to-noise over entrance surface cannot be solely attributed to the depth dose characteristics. For example, the anthropomorphic phantom used in this study has a maximum diameter of 30 cm at midline. For an 18 MV beam, the percent depth dose curves tell us that surface dose is relatively equivalent to surface dose at 30 cm but we observe improved field definition and signal-to-noise for an 18 MV beam exiting at 30 cm than a beam entering the phantom surface. Moreover, we see improved signal-to-noise for an identical setup using a 6 MV IMRT field. Depth dose characteristics would predict the opposite to be true as the dose at 30 cm is approximately 25% maximum dose compared to a relative surface dose of~50%.
These observations require the consideration of additional physical characteristics of Cherenkov light production in this situation to explain the improved signal-to-noise on beam exit compared to beam entrance. Zhang et al. propose that the main property contributing to this factor is the difference in sampling depth. 46 It is also likely that a significant contributing factor to this phenomenon is the directionality of scattered electrons produced in the irradiated medium. Since Cherenkov light is produced only by high-energy particles in matter, we must consider that electrons produced by photons in these energy ranges are primarily forward scattered. 47, 48 Indeed as beam energy is increased electrons are further forward scattered. 47, 48 This is likely a contributor to the observed Cherenkov emission at a beam exiting surface compared to a beam entering surface. It may be useful, therefore, to focus on exit surfaces clinically, as beam characteristics at these surfaces are more easily discernable.
This observation was further explored through attempting gamma analysis of IMRT fields exiting or entering a plastic water slab. In both cases Cherenkov images were captured of the top surface of the plastic water during IMRT field delivery. Gamma analysis was performed after landscape correspondence transformation was performed to minimize geometric perspective distortions due to the camera observation angle. These experiments revealed that a relative gamma analysis comparison of our Cherenkov image to the planar dose export showed the highest level of agreement for an exiting IMRT field for all fields tested, with some results reaching the acceptable level of 90% for a 3%, 3 mm threshold. We quickly realized, however, that a robust gamma analysis would be difficult to achieve due to the nonisotropic emission of Cherenkov light at the surface and the inherent variances due to field modulation, field size, observation angle, and beam energy.
The principal focus of the experiments performed using IMRT fields was positioning shift detection through Cherenkov imaging of an irregular 3D surface. Here, rather than focusing on the Cherenkov emission and surface dose characteristics of individual fields, we instead concentrated on determining the detectability limit of Cherenkov emission differences observed during a wide variety of situations. To test as clinically relevant a situation as possible, we chose to use a fixed camera position relative to the phantom while delivering a full IMRT plan at the original gantry positions. We then applied a number of known positioning shifts and reimaged the same surface during additional IMRT plan deliveries. The goal was to determine how small a shift in each direction was detectable using this fixed camera setup. As expected from previous observations, exiting beams had a lower detectability limit, meaning smaller shifts were detectable, when compared to entering beams. This camera setup was most sensitive to anterior and combined shifts. As seen in Fig. 10(b) and Table II , shifts as small as 2 mm were detectable in certain situations. These included 18 MV exit beams shifted in the anterior and combined directions, and 6 MV SBRT entrance beams shifted in the anterior and combined directions. The lowest detectability threshold observed for 6 MV standard fractionation beams was 3 mm in the anterior and combined directions for an exiting field.
It is important to note that this was the detectability limit achieved from one fixed camera position. It could be postulated that the use of additional cameras at other positions could improve the detectability threshold for a wide variety of shifts. This could involve a setup in which the camera system is mounted to the gantry to maintain a fixed geometry relative to the radiation beam. In addition, higher resolution camera systems are available that could improve on this detectability threshold. A Cherenkov system designed such that the cameras were optimized to record high resolution, higher frame rate images of a patient surface, and have constant fixed position relative to the linac gantry could introduce large improvements to the utility of Cherenkov imaging in external beam treatment verification. While these studies utilized an anthropomorphic phantom, only three materials were present in the phantom: lung, spinal cord, and water equivalent "tissue." This is far more homogeneous than a live patient. Cherenkov imaging of live patients by other groups 27 has revealed fine anatomical details that are simply not present in an anthropomorphic phantom. This includes the resolution of blood vessel networks, which can dramatically aid in the detection of positioning shifts. While most of this work has been limited to breast irradiations, the technique we developed in this study could be expanded to nearly any site on the body, as long as the skin surface is visible to the Cherenkov camera system. Given these factors, we would anticipate improved shift detectability due to the larger number of variances in a live patient that would affect the emission of Cherenkov light in a clinical situation.
Our focus on IMRT fields delivered to a 3D anthropomorphic phantom has revealed a number of properties important to the development of Cherenkov imaging as a treatment verification technique. First, higher energy beams have a higher signal to noise and are therefore more sensitive to positioning shift detection. This is expected due to the higher Cherenkov light yield with higher energy beams observed in other studies. 49 Second, beams exiting a surface have a higher SNR of Cherenkov emission when compared to a beam entering a surface. This is likely to be strongly influenced by the directionality of scattered electrons generated in the material being irradiated. This phenomenon becomes more apparent for higher energy beams, further supporting this explanation. Finally, IMRT fields delivered with higher MU produce a stronger Cherenkov signal. The reason for this is obvious, as it results in higher electron fluence at the surface and subsequently more Cherenkov light. Considering all of these factors, we determined the beam parameters ideal for IMRT field detection and measurement using Cherenkov imaging. As such, image quality and the resultant shift detection would improve with increasing beam energy, increasing MU, and observation of a beam exiting a surface as opposed to entering it. All of these findings are true for the phantom material that we tested in these series of experiments. It should be noted that work on other biological or nonbiological materials could show some variance in these effects, but the general properties that we have outlined here should persist. This information will be valuable in the further development of this technique for clinical purposes, and can be incorporated into future studies that explore the full utility of this technique in therapeutic radiation oncology.
CONCLUSION
This study builds on the current work in the field focused on the clinical applications of Cherenkov imaging. We determined detectability limits for two clinically relevant situations: field matching and patient positioning shift during IMRT field delivery. This study indicated that field matching gaps and overlaps were quantifiable for all field positions tested, and that AP beams agreed within 2 mm of expected values. Larger discrepancies were observed for oblique beams, with beam energy and beam angle observed to have a direct effect on the size of this discrepancy in some cases. For all cases where significant discrepancies existed, they were systematic, in which Cherenkov images appeared to have fields placed closer together than their known spacing. The heterogeneity observed in Cherenkov light intensity for electrons was likely a significant contributing factor to these discrepancies and was determined to be consistent with the dosimetric behavior of oblique electron beams at the material surface. Further work will be required in developing robust correction factors for improving on the quantitation of surface distances using Cherenkov light. We were able to determine that gaps and overlaps as small as 2 mm were quantifiable using this system for AP beams. With the development of robust correction factors in future studies, this technique could be used to detect field junction errors in real time, allowing for the possible quantitation and correction of dosimetric errors in later treatment fractions.
Our patient positioning shift experiments while delivering IMRT fields determined that 2 mm positioning errors were detectable in certain situations using our fixed camera setup. We propose that this detectability limit would be achievable in all directions through modifications to the camera system and experimental setup. Our observations on factors most affecting the detectability limit, such as entrance vs exit geometry, beam energy, and total MU are supported by previously published work in the field of Cherenkov imaging. After further development, Cherenkov imaging could be incorporated into the treatment verification tools of a linear accelerator to further improve on treatment delivery and accuracy in clinical situations.
